The dsRNA binding site of human Toll-like receptor 3
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Pathogen recognition by Toll-like receptors (TLRs) initiates innate immune responses that are essential for inhibiting pathogen dissemination and for the development of acquired immunity. The TLRs recognize pathogens with their N-terminal ectodomains (ECD), but the molecular basis for this recognition is not known. Recently we reported the x-ray structure for unliganded TLR3-ECD; however, it has proven difficult to obtain a crystal structure of TLR3 with its ligand, dsRNA. We have now located the TLR3 ligand binding site by mutational analysis. More than 50 single-residue mutations have been generated throughout the TLR3-ECD, but only two, H539E and N541A, resulted in the loss of TLR3 activation and ligand binding functions. These mutations locate the dsRNA binding site on the glycan-free, lateral surface of TLR3 toward the C terminus and suggest a model for dsRNA binding and TLR3 activation.

Cocrystals of TLR3-ECD with its ligand are currently unavailable; thus, the molecular details of ligand binding are not yet known. However, several potential binding sites have been proposed based on the apo structure. Choe et al. (4) postulated that dsRNA might bind at one or both of two patches of positively charged residues on the glycan-free face of the TLR3-ECD. We noted the presence of two sulfate molecules from the crystallization medium stably bound to residues in LRRs 12 and 20, the two LRRs that contain large insertions (3). Because sulfate ions share the same atomic arrangement as phosphate groups, such as those in the dsRNA backbone, we proposed that phosphates from the dsRNA backbone might bind at one or both of the sulfate binding sites. To determine whether any of the proposed ligand binding sites was responsible for TLR3 ligand recognition, we mutated residues around the two sulfate binding sites and at the positively charged patches. Here we demonstrate that ligand binding depends on residues in a region encompassing the LRR20 sulfate binding site and extending to the glycan-free surface, thus providing the first indication of how TLRs interact with their cognate ligands.

Results

H539E Mutation Abolishes the Ligand-Dependent Activation of TLR3.

To determine whether either of the two bound sulfate ions mark ligand binding sites, the coordinating residues (Fig. 1) were mutated to either similarly sized hydrophilic residues or residues with opposing charge. All mutants were expressed at comparable levels by Western blot analysis (Fig. 7, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). To test whether the mutated proteins were active, human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells were transiently transfected with each TLR3 mutant and stimulated with pI:pC. Mutation of residues Y326, H359, and N361 within sulfate binding site 1 (Fig. 1B) had no significant effect on TLR3 stimulation (Fig. 2A), indicating that these residues are not necessary for ligand recognition. At site 2 (Fig. 1C), mutation of three residues that directly coordinate the sulfate ion, R488, N515, and Q538, also had no effect on TLR3 stimulation. Pairwise mutation of these residues could reveal underlying compensation among these residues in ligand coordination. However, mutation of His-539 to glutamic acid led to a complete loss of function. The H539E mutant, when overexpressed, activated NF-κB constitutively (Fig. 2B), indicating that the mutant protein is expressed and that signaling components remain intact. However, at no level of expression did H539E exhibit ligand-dependent activation. Interestingly, substitution of H539 with an alanine failed to significantly block the activation of TLR3 by pI:pC (Fig. 2), indicating that the loss of function in the H539E mutant is due to the introduction of a negative charge at the position of the H539 imidazole.
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**N541 Is Essential for dsRNA Recognition.** The imidazole side chain of H539 lies exposed to the medium between the concave and glycan-free lateral surfaces of the TLR3 horseshoe in LRR20. To define other dsRNA:TLR3 interactions, we mutated several residues proximal to H539 on both the concave and glycan-free lateral surfaces of the TLR3-ECD (Fig. 3A and B). Mutation of six residues on the concave surface (colored green in Fig. 3A and B) and five residues on the lateral surface (colored blue) had no effect on activity (Fig. 3C). In striking contrast, mutation of N541 (colored magenta) on the lateral face almost totally abrogated activity, and increased expression of the N541A mutant only minimally restored ligand-dependent activation (Fig. 2B). The pivotal roles played by H539 and N541 in ligand recognition suggest that dsRNA interacts with TLR3 on the glycan-free lateral surface and predicts that glycans are not directly involved in ligand binding. To confirm the lack of involvement of glycan in ligand binding, we mutated each of the 15 asparagine residues in consensus N-linked glycosylation motifs (Asn-X-Ser/Thr; X is any residue) to aspartic acid. None of these mutations had a significant effect on TLR3 expression or activity (Fig. 8, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site).

**H539E and N541A Mutations Abrogate dsRNA Binding.** We next asked whether the lack of TLR3 function in the H539E and N541A mutants was due to a loss of ligand-binding capacity. WT or mutant TLR3-ECD, from small-scale transient transfection of insect cells, was incubated with p(I):p(C), and the mixture was separated by size-exclusion chromatography. As previously reported (3), WT TLR3-ECD migrates as a single peak (Fig. 4 Top, fraction 11). However, in the presence of p(I):p(C), a major portion of WT TLR3-ECD elutes in the void volume, at the same position as pI:pC (fraction 4), indicating that WT TLR3-ECD directly binds pI:pC. The H539E and N541A mutants, in the absence of ligand, exhibit an elution pattern similar to WT (Fig. 4 Middle and Bottom), signifying a lack of gross mutant-induced structural alterations. In striking contrast to the WT protein, the H539E and N541A mutants show only negligible binding to p(I):p(C). We conclude that the loss of activating capacity of the H539E and N541A mutants is due to their inability to bind ligand and that ligand binding occurs in thepatch defined by H539 and N541 on the glycan-free lateral surface at LRR20.

**Roles of LRR Insertions and Positively Charged Patches in Ligand Recognition.** The TLRs are distinct from other LRR proteins in that their LRR consensus motifs are often interrupted by extended insertions (15). TLR3 contains two such insertions, located in LRRs 12 and 20, respectively (Fig. 5A). It is possible that the LRR20 insertion interacts directly with dsRNA, but we cannot exclude the alternative explanation that removal of the LRR20 insertion (residues 546–553) disrupts the local structure near residues H539 and N541 and their interaction with ligand. In either case, this result provides further evidence that ligand interacts with TLR3 on the glycan-free face of LRR20.
and 2, respectively, in Fig. 5A), that could offer electrostatically favorable docking sites for the negatively charged phosphate backbone of dsRNA (4). Of the 15 residues that comprise these two patches, positive charge is conserved only at positions 137 and 335 in TLR3 orthologs ranging from zebrafish to humans. In patch 1, mutation of either four or six positively charged residues to alanine had no significant effect on ligand recognition, although mutation of an additional two positively charged residues resulted in a loss of function (Fig. 5B). However, when these latter two residues were mutated individually, no loss in activity was detected (Fig. 9, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). Similarly, mutation of three positively charged residues in patch 2 had no effect on activity, whereas removal of seven positive charges resulted in a significant loss in function (Fig. 5B). Because loss of activity is observed only when large numbers of positively charged residues are mutated, and because this occurs in two widely separated patches, it is possible that the loss of activity reflects secondary effects, such as structural alterations within the TLR3 horseshoe, rather than direct alterations of ligand binding residues. Because such secondary effects are difficult to verify, we cannot absolutely exclude these basic patches as potential sites of ligand recognition. Mutation of four other positively charged residues, including K27, H39, K41, and H60, which lie diagonally across the TLR3-ECD horseshoe from H539/N541, had no effect on activity (Fig. 9).

**Discussion**

To locate the ligand binding site on TLR3, we analyzed >50 mutations within the TLR3-ECD. Remarkably, only 2 of the 50 residues tested resulted in abrogation of both the activation of TLR3 by pI:pC and the direct binding of pI:pC to purified TLR3-ECD protein. These two residues, H539 and N541, are conserved from zebrafish to humans (Fig. 10, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site) and position the ligand binding site on the glycan-free surface of the ECD at LRR20.

Replacing His-539 with an alanine has little effect on TLR3 responsiveness, whereas substitution of a negatively charged carboxyl group for an imidazole ring at this site results in a total loss of function. This finding suggests that a negative charge from a backbone phosphate group on dsRNA occupies a position in close proximity to residue 539 in the ligand–receptor complex. In the WT protein a protonated imidazole ring of His-539 would neutralize the negative charge of the phosphate, but in the H539E mutant electrostatic repulsion from the negative charge of the glutamate carboxyl would prevent the ligand from approaching the TLR3 surface. A histidine imidazole ring can be protonated under mildly acidic conditions, suggesting that TLR3 would signal best at acidic pH. This prediction is supported by recent data from de Bouteiller et al. (16), who reported that the optimal pH range for TLR3 stimulation fell between pH 5.7 and 6.7. Nevertheless, the interaction between the His-539 imidazole and the backbone phosphate is not necessary for function, because simply removing the imidazole group (in H539A) does not lead to a loss of function. This lack of an effect is in contrast
to the situation with Asn-541, where replacing the Asn-541 with alanine was sufficient to negate TLR3 stimulation and ligand binding, indicating that an interaction between the Asn-541 amido group with the ligand is essential for ligand binding. Amido groups, in dsRNA binding domains, often coordinate the hydroxyl of the ribose or the phosphodiester group of dsRNA (17, 18).

Although TLR3 is one of the most heavily glycosylated of the TLRs (19), it nevertheless contains a lateral face that is totally devoid of glycan and therefore free to interact with ligand or another protein molecule. Not surprisingly, His-539 and Asn-541 are located on this face. The glycan-free face is characteristic of TLR3, because most other human TLRs contain fewer glycosylation sites than TLR3 and, according to their predicted placement on the LRRs (19), do not have an identifiable interaction surface. It has been reported that mutation of 2 of the 15 glycosylation sites on TLR3 (N247 and N413) results in a complete loss of function (16, 20), although we failed to detect a significant effect on activity resulting from an Asp-for-Asn replacement at any single glycosylation site (Fig. 8). Because N-linked glycan is usually involved in either protein folding or trafficking (21), further examination of these glycosylation mutants is necessary to define whether loss of receptor function could be attributed to misfolding or inappropriate localization.

Based on the results of our mutational analyses, we developed a model for the binding of ligand to TLR3-ECD (Fig. 6 A and B). Several orientations of ligand are possible given only the restraint of direct interaction with H539 and N541, but some could be excluded because mutations, such as H60 and H39 for a vertical dsRNA orientation or deletion of the LRR12 insertion and lysines on the glycan-free surface, did not significantly alter ligand recognition. In our best model, H539 is positioned within close proximity to the nonbridging oxygens of a phosphodiester group within the backbone of the dsRNA ligand, consistent with a negative charge at position 539 disrupting ligand binding. Interestingly, with this positioning, the amide side chain of N541,
which is required for ligand binding, is within hydrogen bonding distance of a 2′ hydroxyl located two nucleotides downstream of the phosphoester interaction (Fig. 11, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). This interaction could explain why pdC:pGDC, which lacks 2′ hydroxyl groups, fails to bind or activate TLR3 (ref. 5 and J.K.B., unpublished observation). Both of these interactions are within the minor groove of the dsRNA helix (Fig. 6B). By satisfying direct ligand interactions to both H539 and N541, it is not possible to position the phosphate backbone of dsRNA to occupy the sulfate ion site (Fig. 1C). Previously, we and others showed that the association of dsRNA with recombinant TLR3-ECARD or TLR3 chimeras leads to receptor oligomerization (3) and signal transduction (16). With our model for dsRNA recognition, a second TLR3-ECARD, related by an ≈180° rotation and a short translation, could interact identically with the opposite strand of the dsRNA molecule, taking advantage of the inherent twofold symmetry within the dsRNA molecule. Additional TLR3 molecules could bind in a similar manner to long dsRNA oligomers. This mode of receptor aggregation differs from the crystalllographic TLR3-ECARD dimer previously proposed as a possible signaling structure (3, 4). The crystallographic dimer does not allow ligand access to the two key residues, His-539 and Asn-541, directly involved in ligand binding.

In contrast to T cell, B cell, and Fc receptors, where receptor crosslinking per se is sufficient to trigger a response, TLR activation appears to require the correct positioning of receptor molecules in ligand–receptor complexes. This finding is supported by the observation that anti-TLR antibodies, unlike antibodies against T cell, B cell, and Fc receptors, usually fail to trigger activation and, in fact, often serve as antagonists (e.g., refs. 14 and 22). According to our model, the binding together of two TLR3-ECARDs at their glycan-free surfaces by dsRNA, as depicted in Fig. 6C, could position the TIR domains in the correct orientation for signaling. Precise orientation of cytoplasmic domains in TLRs would be facilitated by the lack of long, flexible linkers between the receptor and transmembrane domain; in the case of TLR3, just seven residues act as a linker between these two domains.

With the first structure of a TLR ligand binding domain now solved, the question remains of how the LRR-based solenoid architecture will reveal a unique mode of pathogen recognition. The first indication of how a pathogen-associated molecular signature will play different roles among the 10 human TLRs, much like the degree of glycosylation may distinguish potential ligand insertions (15). These two examples suggest that chemical compounds such as imiquimod and Taxol, to bacterial lipids, nucleic acids, and proteins. Insertions within the consensus LRR sequences of TLRs contribute unique features to each receptor and have been previously suggested to play important roles in ligand recognition (15). In the case of TLR3, neither of the two insertions was essential for the response to pI:pC, although the LRR2 insertion may contribute to ligand recognition. In contrast to TLR3, it is highly likely that insertions in LRRs 2, 5, and 8 of TLR9 play an important role in the binding of CpG DNA, because these insertions contain known CpG DNA binding motifs (15). These two examples suggest that insertions play different roles among the 10 human TLRs, much like the degree of glycosylation may distinguish potential ligand recognition sites as noted above. Thus, although this study offers the first indication of how a pathogen-associated molecular pattern can interact with a TLR, it is likely that each new TLR structure will reveal a unique mode of pathogen recognition.

**Experimental Procedures**

**Site-Directed Mutagenesis.** Human TLR3 cDNA [National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) accession no. NM.003265] in pUNO-hTLR3 (InvivoGen, San Diego) was mutated by using a QuikChange site-directed mutation kit (Stratagene). Primers for each mutation are listed in Table 1, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. Individual mutations included K27A, H39A, K41A, H60A, Y326F, H359E, N361D, N361L, R488E, R489A, K493A, N515D, N515L, N517A, D536A, Q538A, H539E, H539A, N541A, R544A, H565A, E570K, E570I, K589A, Q618A, D641A, R643A, and H674A. Two basic patches containing residues K331, K335, K345, K371, K394, K416, and K418 (Patch 1) and K655, K89, K117, K137, K139, K145, K147, and K163 (Patch 2) were mutated to alanine in groups defined in the legend to Fig. 5. The ΔLRR12 insertion deleted residues 335–342 and a P344S substitution, and the ΔLRR20 insertion deleted residues 546–553. WT TLR3-ECARD and the H539E and N541A mutants, including residues 22–703 followed by a C-terminal tobacco etch virus protease cleavage site, FLAG, and His, tags were cloned into pIEX3 (EMD Biosciences, San Diego) for transient expression in insect cells. All mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing of the entire ORF.

**Cell Culture.** HEK293 cells (American Type Culture Collection) were cultured in DMEM containing 2 mM L-glutamine, 50 units ml−1 penicillin, 50 µg ml−1 streptomycin, and 10% low-endotoxin FBS. Sf9 cells (Invitrogen) were cultured in BacVector medium (EMD Biosciences).

**NF-κB Activity.** NF-κB activity was measured as described previously (23). Briefly, adherent HEK293 cells in 96-well plates were cotransfected with WT or mutated TLR3 DNA (1.3 ng per well) and Ig-κB-luciferase and β-galactosidase reporter plasmids (6.0 ng of each per well) by using calcium phosphate precipitation (Stratagene). Empty pUNO-mcs vector (InvivoGen) served as the negative control. In titration experiments, each well received 6.0 ng of the two reporter plasmids, increasing doses of TLR3 vector (0.4–40 ng per well), and empty pUNO-mcs DNA to bring the total amount of DNA to 220 ng. To initiate the assay, medium was removed and 100 µl of medium containing 5 µg ml−1 of p(1):p(C) was added to the wells. After 6 h of stimulation, cells were lysed, luciferase and β-galactosidase activities were determined, and the ratios of luciferase to β-galactosidase activities were calculated. Each sample was measured in triplicate, and each mutant was assayed in a minimum of three separate experiments. Statistical analyses were performed by David Venzon (Biostatistics and Data Management Section, Center for Cancer Research, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda) as described in Supporting Text, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site.
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